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Research is carried out by groups of individuals, belonging to different institutions, that dynamically aggregate to carry out projects together.

By sharing their resources these individuals create better conditions for their research.

Digital libraries, by maintaining and making worldwide accessible the produced knowledge, are becoming key instruments for scientific collaboration in many research areas.
The current digital library technology

- The construction and management of a DL requires high investments and specialized personnel.
- Years are spent in designing and setting up a DL.
- Multimedia and multi-type handling, the new DL frontier, is very limited since the storage and processing of these new types of documents requires high capabilities.
Create an advanced Digital Library Infrastructure that will allow members of dynamic virtual research groups to create on-demand transient digital libraries based on shared computing, storage, multimedia, multi-type content and application resources.
Technical approach

DILIGENT will obtain its objectives by exploiting Grid technologies as a means for providing:

- High computing and storage capabilities for the handling of a wide variety of information objects
- Controlled sharing of resources
Technical solution

- The high computing and storage capabilities will be obtained by relying on the EGEE infrastructure.
- The DILIGENT project will develop the knowledge management services and the services that are needed to handle them.
Expected results

- A “knowledge eInfrastructure” for supporting research

- A test-bed for serving two of our user communities
  - Culture heritage domain
  - Environmental science domain

- A number of experiences/solutions that can be shared/reused by other applications
  - Sharing of content and application resources
  - On-demand service activation
  - Dynamic virtual research organizations
  - .....
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Contact us

Co-operation with other projects/communities is welcome

www.diligentproject.org

Contact people:

Donatella Castelli, Pasquale Pagano
ISTI-CNR
donatella.castelli/pasquale.pagano@isti.cnr.it

Jessica Michael
ERCIM
jessica.michel@ercim.org
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